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EDITORIAL
I wrote an editorial between the 6th and 7th controls at the lo-o-o-ong O at Mangawhai
on Sunday. Of course I can't now remember what it was about, nor could I find
control #7 without having to go back to the track, relocate and clamber back a second
time over fallen trunks and thinnings. The green striped yellow areas of the map
provided their own challenge. It was a beautiful day - until it rained - and even though
it was May 2 the birds, including ducks, were enjoying it too. Mark Roberts reported
they'd seen 14 varieties of birds around the lakes and forest. The birds are not phased
by green striped yellow terrain.
Was I the only one who sprained an ankle at Huruwai? It was very hard hobbling
back to base as anywhere on the course was a long way up. The cool stream back at
the finish was a good substitute for an ice pack, although slipping bottom first into the
stream is not a recommended part of the R-I-C-E treatment. A bandage administered
by the two Nurse Clendons further helped the recovery.
The large O banner lost at Panmure summer series event has been found - or has it?
WACO report that its seven by one metre size has been reduced to one metre by 30
cms after a visit to the wash's hot water cycle.
Chris Rowe (Counties Manukau) is taking over Blabbermouth in June while we are
overseas capturing the world vet titles in Denmark. We're also doing a six day event
in Switzerland, figuring that the only way we could afford a week in Switzerland is to
use the dormitory accommodation offered to orienteers. Every starter completing the
six days gets a Swiss watch - so says the entry form.
See you soon
Jill

THE AOA IS DEAD. LONG LIVE THE AOA.
The Auckland Orienteering Association Incorporated died at 1pm Sunday 9 May
1999 at a special general meeting held in a paddock at Taurangaruru.
The AOA, but not incorporated, arose from the ashes moments later. Isn't it a catchy
title?
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CALENDAR
Please call Club Secretaries for final confirmation of these details: (A) Auckland:
Robert Jessop 09 828 4907; (CM) Counties-Manukau: Aidon Nelson 09 232 8448;
(E) Egmont: Suzanne Scott 06 758 4739; (H) Hamilton: Linda Flynn 07 889 6751
(NW) NorthWest: Jill Smithies 09 838 7388; (P) Pinelands: Chris Jackson 07 886
5313; (R ) Rotorua: Peter Fitchett (07) 345 6786; (T) Taupo: Alison Mensen 07 378
0577; (WACO) Waikato and Auckland Campus: Melissa Edwards 09 634 8104; (Wh)
Whangarei: Dick Rankin 09 434 6499; (NOS) National Orienteering Squad: Alistair
Cory-Wright 445 9960.
Unless otherwise stated, start times are 10 am to 12 midday. See map inside back
cover for location of Auckland events April to June.
May
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WHO
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NOSquad
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30

T
NW

June
5/6/7 HB

13

WHO

CDOA OY3 & OY4 - Pio Pio On main road ½ way
Hamilton to New Plymouth.
Maps are Paemako and Mangaotaki. Directions for Day One:
Paemako will be signposted off SH3 approx. 7km south of Pio
Pio township, at Paekaka Road. From this turnoff, follow Osigns to the Event Centre (approx.5km).
12 hour Rogaine, south of Martinborough. 6-hour
and 3-hour options. Entry form in April newsletter.
Autumn Series 4 - Mangawhai forest, Tomarata map.
Turn off SH1 north of Te Hana - it will be signposted !
Turn right off the road to Mangawhai - School Road I think will be signposted. Follow signs to Lake Tomarata for event
centre. Normal Autumn series courses, grades, 6 min
mapmarking prestart.
Woodhill Fun Run/Walk and Mountain Bike
Events, Muriwai. Major fund raiser for the National O Squad.
5 or 10km run/walk starts 10 am. Mountain biking 11 or 22
km, starts 11 am. Entry forms from O events or your local bike
shop. Further info call Phil on 634 8104 or 025 291 0005.
Club Event - Tukarangi
Autumn Series 5 - Beautiful Hills. SH16 to CHH
forest headquarters north of Waimauku. Signposted from
forest headquarters.
Queens Birthday 3-Day including Wellington Champs,
Havelock North. Entry form in last newsletter. Closing date for
entries 20 May.
Kioreroa Road map. Steepish, gorsey in patches under pine
forest, Ocad, 1;7500 on A4 but you can get an hour's exercise
on course 1. Course 1 will be contours only, Course 2 orange,
Course 3 yellow, MBO course using tracks only.
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From Auckland, enter Whangarei on SH1, turn right at the
first traffic light (right lane only), take Rewarewa Road,
signposted Port Whangarei (before suburbia begins). Thence
about 2kms on Rewarewa Road right. Should be signposted
from SH1.
CDOA - OY5
Auckland Secondary Schools Champs - 4 Seasons
OY1 - Pot Luck, Woodhill Forest, SH 16, signposted
from Rimmers Road 2 kms south of Helensville.
OY2 - Taurangaruru. From Waiuku take Awhitu road for
approx 5 kms, turn left into Boundary Rd, then go a further 5
kms.
Promotion - Onepoto Domain.
North Island Secondary School Champs, Turkey Ridge,
Woodhill Forest.
OY3 - Turkey Ridge
Winstones - gentle rolling bog, pasture, with some climb. A4
1;10,000. Expect wet feet. 3 courses: Red, Orange, Yellow.
Look for signs on SH1 at the Blue Goose Motel/Park/Quarry
entrance on your left a couple of kms before Whangarei.
OY4 - Deaks Head, Woodhill Forest. SH16, entry from
Rimmers Road
Jutland 3 day, Denmark
World Masters Orienteering Championships, Aarhus, Denmark
Swiss 6 day
O-Ringen, 5 day event, Halmstad, Sweden
Closing date for discounted entries, World
Masters Orienteering Champs, Manawatu. Entry forms
available from WMOC 2000, PO Box 180 Feilding, ph 06 323
0803 (day), 06 323 8987 (evenings), fax 06 323 08722, email
WMOC2000@xtra.co.nz.
Highland '99, Scottish 6 day event and World Cup, Inverness,
Scotland.

August
8
NW
15
WHO
22
WACO

OY 5 - Otakanini Topu, Woodhill Forest
Mairtown
OY 6

September
5
WHO
T
18
CM
19
CM
19
HAM

OY 7 - Omu Creek
Club Event - Opepe W
Auckland Short O Champs - Waiuku
Auckland Champs
OY 8 & CDOA OY 6
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Auckland Relays, Deaks Head
South Island Champs - Dunedin
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Ralph King Score Champs - Beautiful Hills, Woodhill Forest
Canterbury Champs - Christchurch
CDOA Champs - Taupo
OY9 Four Seasons
Labour Weekend NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Auckland Primary Schools Champs
Closing date entries World Masters Orienteering Champs NZ.
Entry forms ph 06 323 8987 (evenings), fax 06 323 08722,
emailWMOC2000@xtra.co.nzor write to WMOC 2000, PO
Box 180 Feilding.

November
7
A
13-14
27/28 CDOA

29

May 1999

World Masters Orienteering Champs pre-event, Otakanini
Topu, Woodhill
World Masters Orienteering Champs pre-event, Opepe East,
Taupo

Millenium event Feilding and All-comers public race,
Manawatu
World Masters Orienteering Champs, model event, opening
ceremony
WMOC qualifying race #1
WMOC qualifying race #2
WMOC A and B finals
WMOC post-event, Christchurch.
WMOC post-event, Dunedin
Wairarapa

National Championships
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NorthWest Newshound
Well, they had to cancel the Rotorua marathon due to flooding, but Mangawhai and
WHO turned on the sunshine for some looong orienteering courses, with a few
marathon length running times. The fit, keen ( read "masochistic") types traversed
and crisscrossed all three Mangawhai maps, including the northern-most part of the
original map last used in the 1980s (?) - a total of 21 km running plus swim option while most of us enjoyed courses ranging from 10km to 3 km.
Physical fitness is proving to be a desirable asset this season, with a very full O
calendar in April - an excellent Easter 4-day followed by two Autumn series events
and the long-O this weekend. Highlights for me include the other-worldly landscape
of cliffs and rocks of Huriwai, and spotting wild and woolly goats silhouetted on
rocky precipices there.
Congratulations once again to Birkenhead College teams who enjoyed successes at
the Secondary School champs in Otago. The junior girls teams took out both 1st
and 2nd places in the relays, with the intermediate boys' team coming from behind in
an exciting finish to win that grade also. The #2 team was 3rd in the intermediate
boys relay and the intermediate girls' team placed 2nd. The junior girls also featured
in the individual competition with Stephanie Paretovich 1st and NW member Rosalie
Adams placing 3rd. Club member Campbell Melrose Allen also competed well in
his grade. The event was held near Middlemarch, inland from Dunedin. The
competitors also enjoyed the season's first snowfall - in fact a snowplough was
required to clear the road to the event! A first time in the snow for some Birkenhead
students and from all accounts a great weekend.
Welcome to new club members Tom and Christine Frentz and sons Nick and Jeremy.
Angela Levet (nee Thompson) is currently visiting the great gardens and parks of
England, having been awarded a horticultural study scholarship through her work at
the regional botanic gardens.
Calling all library books and magazines. Time for the annual stock-take. Please return
to Lisa or Geoff Mead (see phone number below).
Please note that this will be the last newsletter sent to non-financial members - please
contact our treasurer, Rolf Wagner ( phone 09-427 8524) if you are not sure if you've
paid up for 1999....
Club meeting
The next committee meeting will be held at 7:30 pm at Stan Foster's home, 83a
McLeod Road, Te Atatu on Wednesday 12 May.
The June meeting will be chez Jill and Alastair Smithies, 4B Fairbanks Place,
Glendene on Wednesday 09 June 1999. All welcome.
Lisa Mead 445 4555
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AUCKLAND CHATTER
First Congratulations
Superb overall controlling of the Easter 4 day by Alistair Cory-Wright. Isn't it
amazing how much he and Jean are putting into the sport!
Superb controlling of day 2 by Rob Jessop. Haven't Auckland events been well
controlled over the past however long?
It was great to see Jill Mains winning her grade so well at the 4 day, a spectacular
return to the sport, baby in arms. It might be Tom Clendon's genes that are
responsible, but we suspect orienteering is like riding a bike, if you start early enough
it lasts. Of some concern to Jill must have been beginner husband Gordon's time at
Beautiful Hills, his first red course. He missed by seconds beating her on a map that
defeated many.
Our thanks to John Powell and Scott Vennell for having the courage to set on this
challenging map.
David Stewart scores again with second place, senior boys in the Secondary School's
Champs in Dunedin.
Welcomes
Julia Reynolds, another member of the Auckland Hospital Oncology Department.
Sarah Pilgrim, back from Norfolk in the UK for another extended visit. Be kind to
Sarah as this will be her third winter in a row.
Jesper the Swede, an exchange student studying geography with Rob Jessop at
Auckland Uni. Rob asks that we make him welcome and draws attention to the
remarkable improvement in his results over the past few weeks.
Thanks
To Mark Lawson for fixing AOC's loo seat. Like many NW members, it appears that
Mark likes his comfort more than the excitement that the seat had offered so many.
To Dave Middleton for representing Auckland (and Counties Manukau, and North
West, and Whangarei, and in spirit WACO who forgot to give him a proxy) at the
AGM.
Moves
Mark, Lisa and Nicola (that's Roberts, Brooks and Kinzett) have moved to 6 Tautari
Rd, Orakei. New phone no 521 9535.
Andy Brewis
575 6989
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CMOC CALLING
At time of writing, Bob Hattie is currently running around like a blue arsed fly and
has delegated the writing of the club's report to an unsuspecting passer by - me! Bob
H. and Ross Brighouse are on a mission to save Autumn Series 3. With just two
weeks' notice, the two of them have bent over backwards to set and control the
courses. Hopefully by the time you read this, you would have thoroughly enjoyed
their efforts.
Autumn Series 1 at Huriwai was well attended despite the out of the way location and
the Secondary School Champs in Dunedin. Thank you to all the club members who
helped on the day and especially Doeskja Currie and John Briffett who braved the
storm with us on the Saturday. We managed to get some good publicity in the local
paper with pictures of Claire Briffett (CMOC) and Bert Chapman (AOC) who was
modelling his sexy white leggings. We are a bit concerned that some newcomers may
be put off by thinking all orienteers dress like Bert, but on the other hand we may
attract some new punters keen to get a better look!
I'm not sure if any of the dozen volunteers at the Franklin Primary Schools Champs
knew what they were letting themselves in for when they agreed to help. Personally, I
had an image of a couple of hundred kids needing a bit of help to go in the right
direction. After 3 ½ hrs and 750 eager competitors later on the start, my throat was
telling me what a great job Val Robinson has done in the district encouraging
orienteering in the primary schools. There was of course the odd exception but the
level of understanding in the basics of orienteering was very promising and the
enthusiasm was 120%. Tuakau Primary School were the overall winners and one
teacher at least went away happy when it was explained to her that all the finishing
times MUST be correct because of the satellite link up used to calculate them!!
Ross organised a club training evening back in March which proved very popular and
hopefully set the trend for more! Please.
Other club news is that Wayne and Trish Aspin have been spotted back in the country
after their trip to Tasmania and we look forward to their article in the next issue.
Evidently I'm not allowed to mention that after a 2 hour training run in the Hunuas,
Bob H managed to rearrange the front end of his car. Training partner Ian Hunter now
intends to meet Bob there rather than accept a lift. Another club member out of
favour was John Briffett who's fallen tree cut the electricity to his neighbours' for a
morning while he was out orienteering.
The club meeting is held on the first Wednesday of every month, every one is
welcome to attend Ring John Briffett (09 294 7613) or Bob Hattie (09 299 6394) for
the location.
That's all for now.
Chris Rowe
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WEIRD AND WACO
Neil and Rachel's Flatwarming by Phil Wood
Neil K and Rachel S recently had their flat warming in Hamilton. The event
doubled as Rob C's farewell bash, and bash we did!
Neil and Rachel's other flatties are mountainbikers, so we were joined by
some of NZ's best downhillers for festivities including karaoke (until the
microphone broke), mop dancing (until the mop broke), and a spot prize draw
- even under police supervision!
The highlight of the evening was the strip show care of Rob C and Brent,
complete with provocative skin tight see-thru police uniforms (except for
the skin tight see-thru part). Needless to say we will never be invited
back!
NZ Trials by Phil Wood
By the time you read this many WACO members will have competed in the NZ
Team trials for the 1999 World Champs and Junior World Champs in the Hawkes
Bay.
Trialists from WACO are Matt Tuck, Fraser Mills, Melissa Edwards, Felicity
Anderson, Stuart Barr, Brent Edwards, Phil Wood, Rachel Smith, Neil
Kerrison. Running in separate trial overseas are Shaun Collins, Madeleine
Barr/Collins(?) and Rebecca Smith.
WACO member Jill Dalton is convenor of selectors, and so hopefully our old
boys (and girls) network will take care of us. Haha!
Very Late Kaweka Results
A number of WACO members took part in the Kaweka Challenge in February.
This is a mountain race in the Kaweka Ranges near Hawkes Bay, with a variety of
courses including pair and solo options over one or two days.
WACO results include:
* Rachel Smith and Melissa Edwards - 3rd women on course 2 in
9 hr 52 min and 30 sec.
* Greg Flynn and fellow orienteer Lachlan McGillivray from Invercargill 3rd men on course 4 in 6 hr 14min and 19 sec.
* Michal Glowacki and Matt Tuck - 5th men on course 4 in 6 hr 29 min and 17 sec.
* Felicity Anderson and partner Karen Bracewell - 9th women on course 4 in 10 hr 30
min and 9 sec.
The Easter 4 Day
This was an awesome event, and again WACO had some great results. Phil Wood
was 3rd in M21E, with other WACO members in 4th, 6th, 7th, and 8th. Rachel
Smith won the W21E grade.
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In the M21AS grade it was a clean sweep with Michal Glowacki, Ben Bocock and
Fraser Mills in 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
Thanks to the National Squad for putting on an excellent 4 days of
orienteering - just what was needed to start off the year.
Other Notes
* A number of WACO members were seen at Charlotte Marra's 21st on the 24 April.
Happy Birthday Charlotte!
* Did you see the article in the Sunday Star-Times about Antonia Wood?
There was a good photo of Antonia and Phil (WACO president), and a great
article including a really good picture of The Slump, a great Hawkes Bay map, and an
accurate description of what orienteering is all about. Let's hope we get more
publicity like this in the future. Well done NZOF publicity who set the dudes up!
* Coming up later this year: the WACO Beer and Wine O! All you wine
enthusiasts out there had better start training....
* Dear Andy, yes we have your banner. If you want it back, please send a
generous donation. We put it through a hot wash, unfortunately it is now
about lm x 30cm. Hope you don't mind....
Melissa
634 8104
melissajay@hotmail.com
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WHO'S WHO
A picture is worth a thousand words, so the saying goes, so I suppose a good map is
worth a few thousand words too. Especially if you have very little idea what the other
guy is saying, let alone what he really means.
Somewhere I heard the Romans invented maps, or perhaps strip maps of their major
roads. I can remember these, being older. Or at least the AA version for New Zealand
roads which were in a little booklet in the 50s. Some Maori chap about 1810 saw a
chart or two on an English ship and, given a piece of paper and pencil, he produced a
passable map of the North Island with all the major coast features on it.
Someone has produced a book on maps drawn by Red Indians for various Europeans
in North America, called as above, Cartographic Encounters, Uni of Chicago Press,
$60 (US I suppose so I won't buy it). The editor or reviewer suggests that cartography
was "a natural and intimate activity" long before the arrival of Europeans and a
buffalo skin would make a fairly large map. Bit tough folding it up to fit in one hand!
If you're into the internet there's map galore at
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/Libs/PCL/Map_collection/Map_collectiion.html.
Hey I managed to copy and paste from favourites. Links from the utexas will take you
to various orienteering maps too, and a copy and paste should save all that typing in
the address slot.
David
09 435 2415, nevin@igrin.co.nz
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OY Update
There is still one major decision to be made about the Orienteer of the Year
Competition. This year there will be nine OYs including one joint OY with CDOA.
This joint event is included to add a little variety and to boost the CDOA series in the
eyes of Auckland orienteers. We know it adds travel distance for some, especially
WHO members.
To compensate for this it has been decided to reduce the number of events counting
towards the series score to six or seven out of the total nine. This will also please
those orienteers - and each year their numbers are increasing - who are overseas
during the OY season.
Please decide how many events you would prefer counted and let your club or this
magazine know (fax 5756989, email abrewis@iprolink.co.nz).
Also, recognising how many will be away for WMOC in Denmark and attending the
Scottish 6 day, some minor modifications to the OY programme are under
consideration. Watch the calendar for a drift back by OY 7.
This year W40A short will be red. Yes, ladies, we promise. All setters, controllers
and work sheet scribes are asked to note this and act accordingly - or the AOA
committee will get very short shift.

NZOF AGM
The total turnout from Auckland for the NZ Orienteering Federation's annual general
meeting was Dave Middleton and Ann Fettes. Political bunch aren't we? No matter,
with such quality delegates we don't need quantity.
Clinics - a load of them
Controllers
There is still opposition by some clubs, particularly Wellington, against the
compulsory qualification rules for controllers. Wellington claims that they should be
able to select controllers who know how to control, not necessarily who have
qualified as controllers. Dave Middleton favoured a 'grandfather clause' which would
enable clubs to put their 'old ultra experienced' experts up for immediate acceptance
on a once only basis. From then on, all having to meet the entry rules. Politics are the
art of compromise and where will the joy be if controlling becomes so much a science
that there will be no opportunity to point out to 'an at it for twenty years' controller
that he (seldom she, we notice) has blown it again. This compromise was lost by vote
in the workshop. If you agree or disagree with this approach talk to Dave about it.
With support he can continue to push his case as an NZOF Councilor (your very own
rep.), without support he will have no case to make for a policy decision at council
level.
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Paid Executive
No decision made on the issue of paying an executive/administrator; perhaps it's in
the too hard file. Two suggestions were tabled: the employment of an administrator
(however grand the title) and the farming out of work. At this time the 'farm out'
appears to be directed towards outsourcing i.e. paying outsiders to pick up work
segments. Dave will continue to promote the concept of simplification of the NZOF
role and, if the load is still too high, of devolving meaningful chunks of responsibility
to the regions.
Publicity
Sports great and publicist Glenda Hughes gave good advice on how to seduce
reporters and pointed out that there was only one road to success in the media, a road
marked 'Inform, inform, inform, follow up, follow up, follow up'. Above all, pick up
the newsworthy in the eyes of the chosen publication. Our example should be the
Antonia/Phil Wood article. Antonia offered success, Phil family values and the map
colour. Phil is wrong when he claims that they were after his body.
Elite Orienteering
Alistair Cory-Wright brought people up to date with where the squad was and aimed
to be. The squad has its hat out and the NZOF is struggling with the Hillary
Commission conditions on allocation of funds. They are right to do so to the extent
needed as the Commission audit usage closely and the NZOF is effectively handling
funds in trust. NZOF will seek more flexibility, perhaps through the way we request
funding. In the meantime we believe that NZOF can find ways to help, which we feel
they should at a time they have been under spending. Stop press: NZOF have come
up with bundles, and are seeking club support we understand!
Mountain Bike O
Michael Wood and Brent Hoy have a new believer in Dave Middleton who will be
briskly selling the concept of MBO in Auckland as a revenue earner and a recruiting
mechanism. How about an action group? Phil Wood, Jon Counsell, Jill and Gordon
Mains and Geoff Mead spring to mind at once - and wouldn't be a wonderful way to
get Briar and John Gregory back into the fold.
Permanent Courses
Dave snuck out during this session; ask Ann he says.
Ann says: The permanent course workshop aimed to set standards. There has been no
NZOF information to aid clubs with installation of these courses. Trish Faulkner
(PAPO) gathered information on a meagre seven courses already installed.
Considering that NZOF set permanent courses as a 1998 project that response was
poor. Trish is working on a handout for clubs based on her research, practical
experience and suggestions arising from the workshop.
Rogaining
NZOF are serious about rogaining. With the 4th World Champs coming up in
Canterbury just after WMOC2000 (this will also be NZ's 4th ever event!) we have to
be.
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The AGM
Graham Teahan hung in as president. Did he resign and re-enter with one smooth
action? Andy Clayton stayed on as secretary and Bruce Collins will have treasury
responsibility to ensure that the cash reserve is reduced
There were no remits. Perhaps the time has come to open out NZOF AGMs to a more
impromptu debating structure.
Michael Wood exposed the poverty of the Development squad, asking why NZOF has
been unable to properly support this key element of the sport. The executive
committee expressed great sorrow under fire and promised to do better.
The new editor of NZ Orienteering is Jim Barr (nee Barbara Anderson) and father of
all the mini-bars - a gentleman farmer from the deep Wairarapa.
The Katie Fettes Memorial fund now stands at $24,000. The trustees (Graham
Teahan, Katie's sister Julia Hunt and Marquita Gelderman) are planning an annual
mountain run (at Pirongia?) as a permanent fund raiser. The interest on the fund is to
be used to support overseas representation. Cash is welcome, support for the
mountain run compulsory.
Watch for the ad in the next NZ Orienteering requesting orienteering photos for a
year 2000 calendar. This is a fund raiser so please support it. Make sure orienteers
who are featured in the photos approve of possible publication! Closing date is
August 31. Colour prints should be sent to Julia Hunt, Stewarts Rd, RD2 Leeston,
Canterbury. Do this, after all, the shots have already cost lots, and what an audience.
Winners
Silva Award for 1999 goes to Jim Lewis of Taupo, for services rendered to
controllers clinics forever, mapping forever, looking after the NZOF gear,
development of young orienteers, technical committee etc. Perhaps it should have
been Silva Award and bar.
Brighouse Trophy goes to Wayne Aspin for the compulsive acquisition of trophies at
major events. His travel agent is sending flowers.
Silva International Meritorious Award goes to Antonia wood for coming 16th in the
WORLD and for a star performance in the Star-Times.
AB
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THE FIRST ORIENTEERING EVENT IN THE
CENTURY
Some big names are heading for the World Masters, starting with millenium event in
Feilding on New Year's Day. Already in the starter's box are Olympic middle
distance gold medallist Peter Snell and wife Miki (she's the gungho orienteer), current
world short course champion Janne Salmi, former world no 1 Jorgen Martensson and
1997 M35 winner Jonathan Musgrave.
And there's two entered in the M85 grade. A total of 373 masters and 48 non-masters
in all.
At this moment twice as many from Finland are entered than New Zealanders. The
Kiwis seem to be holding back but the increase in entry fees on 1 July may get them
moving.
There's one Japanese entered so far. The Australians are even slower than the Kiwis,
so get on to your friends and tell them to enter - fast.
Funny thing about the World Masters..it's the first time I've been called a master. For
various reasons I prefer being labelled a veteran. There's a certain je ne sais quoi to
being a vet - or a mistress, come to that. But a master?
The airlines' decision to reduce the quota of economy fares over the high season has
certainly affected some entries but fortunately not as many as was first thought. After
consultation with IOF, NZ Tourism Board (who?) and Thos Cook Inbound, NZOF
made a decision not to change the date of the event. Air fares have now settled at
round $3,300, still higher than last year, but not the $4,000-$5,000 previously
threatened.
One couple who have dodged the rising fares are Berit and Goran Nillson from Eskjo,
Sweden, where Goran is PE instructor and orienteering coach at a military academy.
Berit and Goran were James Brewis's mum and dad when James attended Eskjo
gymnasium as an enthusiastic 17 year old orienteer. It's the Nillson's first big trip
abroad and the first time that Jill and Andy are able to return the great hospitality they
showed James.
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FANTASTIC FOREST RUN--23 MAY '99
The National Squad will be running the annual Run, Walk and Bike event at
Woodhill Forest in a few weeks time. The lack of a major sponsor made the
financial viability of the event doubtful this year, but Phil Wood has
picked up the reins and is running with it to ensure the event continues
its unbroken 19 year stint.
The event centre will be in the forest itself, just past the ford gate at
Muriwai. The 5km and 10km runs and walks will commence at 10am, and the
11km and 22km mountain bike rides at 11.30am. Hence there's a chance to
try both.
Come and enjoy brand new courses through the forest. You can leave your
maps at home and have a chance to enjoy the scenery along clearly marked
routes.
See the entry form enclosed and support this major fundraiser for the
National Squad. $2 entry reduction for all Associate Squad Members. For
further details, contact Phil Wood 634 8104.

Aucklanders in WOC Trials
Several Auckland members will be running in selection races on 8/9 May
for the New Zealand team competing in World Orienteering Championships in
Scotland in August. Trials will be held in Hawkes Bay (and in the UK for those living
overseas)
Good luck to Darren Ashmore, Alistair Cory-Wright, Rob Jessop, Rachel Smith,
Rebecca Smith, Mark Lawson, Alistair Landels, Matt Tuck, Melissa Edwards, Tania
Robinson, Sasha Middleton, Shaun Collins, Shane Phillips and Phil Wood.
The team is expected to be announced by 16 May. Watch this space.
Al C-W
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AT THE START LINE WITH TONE
This month's lucky winner of the interview is New Zealand's most famous
orienteer and media star Antonia Wood. 16th in the World Cup event in the
English Lake District last year and now, with a little help from brother Phil,
occupying almost a full page of the Sunday Star-Times followed by capturing
the back page of The Dominion. Now she features in another famous
publication, Blabbermouth.
First thingsfirst,Antonia, who are you?
Antonia Justine Wood (Tone), daughter of Gaylene and Michael, sister of Phil
and JohnPaul.
Where do you live?
In a suburb called Korokoro, in the western hills above Petone, Lower Hutt. Great
views of the harbour and very close to lots of awesome training areas - tracks through
farmland and native bush. Loads of hills, hills, hills.
What do you do for a crust?
I'm a relief teacher - picking up day to day relief work where I can. Its tiring teaching
kids you don't know and at different schools all the time, but good as I have less
hours than full time teachers and have time for training.
What are your other hobbies or sports?
I'm into endurance mountain running in the summer, it's good base training
and a buzz completing long gruelling training runs or races. Even more of a buzz is
snowboarding which I get a huge kick out of. I learned to board when I was working
in a ski resort in the Dolomites in Italy. It's great going 'off piste' through powder
snow and trees. I like mountain biking and rock climbing too which I wish I had
more time for. I also like creating art works in mixed media. And going out for
dinner with good friends and wine.
When did you start orienteering? Why?
When I was four back in 76 because Michael my Dad became interested so it was a
family thing. I started competing by myself at about age 10 when I wasn't scared of
getting lost anymore.
Why do you continue to orienteer?
Because it's become a lifestyle that I enjoy - the training and racing and travelling.
Also the challenge of improving, achieving my goals, and gaining better results. I
love the places it takes us, all the beautiful areas out in the wop wops, wherever in the
world we may be. Also the people. A lot of my mates are orienteers and great
people. Orienteering is one thing we all have in common that brings us together. I
really mean that.
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Why do you love the sport?
I think I've just answered that when I got carried away on the last question!
What is your biggest challenge in orienteering? What's the biggest struggle?
Beating the course and being able to say I made no errors at all. Fitting in all my
commitments to my club, squad, own training, own interests, friends and family etc
whilst earning enough money to return to Europe for the next lot of races and being
focussed enough to do really well.
What is the one thing about orienteering and the orienteering scene that you really
love?
The scenery and unspoiled places we go to, and the challenge of a new course every
time. I like that it all changes - the venue and course, distance etc
What's wrong with orienteering in NZ?
It's too small, underfunded, understaffed. Too few people trying to do too much in a
pioneering sport: enjoy and improve their own o-ing, at the same time as coach, make
maps, run their club, promote the sport etc etc.
How do we go about increasing the profile of orienteering?
Market the sport to the public professionally. We need to pay someone who has great
ideas and is a 'do-er' to get out there: make a promo video, merchandise, etc. The
marketing might include adapting our sport to the people. Making it fast, flashy,
exciting. Short park races are ideal for this. Also marketing orienteering to walkers
and having a walker's category at events could be another idea. NZOF could invest
money in this and make it a high priority. I think they have enough money.
If you had won $1m in lotto, what would you spend it on ?
Travelling to places I hadn't been, like South America, India, Greece, Spain ....!
Treating my friends and family.
What's the funniest thing that has happened to you at/on the way to/after an
orienteering event?
I arrived at the All Night Relays I saw Phil, my brother, with bright white dyed hair
and I couldn't stop laughing.
What's the worst thing that's happened?
Got terribly lost and frustrated on a course.
What would you do if you weren't orienteering?
Get into trying other sports and go to the theatre more.
Where to from here for Tone ?
Upwards. I'm going to WOC in Scotland, then I'll aim for our National Champs after
working for 2 months back in the good old Italian Dolomites (love that place). Next
year I'd like to get a full time teaching job, concentrate on my teaching career that I've
put on hold and squeeze in the World Cup in Australia in April. There you have it.
Sorted.
Good luck, Tone. Hope to see you at Auckland events whenever you can.
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BITTER COLD FOR SCHOOL CHAMPS
Dunedin pretended to be Antarctica for the Secondary School Championships held in
April. Those who survived the bitterly cold conditions had a great battle of the
snowballs on the road back after the event.
Although Auckland was not strong in numbers, our orienteers scooped a good pile of
wins. Stephanie Paretovich was 1st in the junior girls. The girls' team was second
overall in the three grades and had Auckland sent a senior girls' team they would have
been outright winners. The junior girls were 1st and 2nd, the intermediate girls 1st and
3rd. Emma Nelson was 3rd in the intermediate girls event.
Overall the Auckland boys were 3rd, competing in just one grade. David Stuart had a
great run to be 2nd in senior boys (beaten by Greg Flynn of Hamilton).
Most of the 18-strong Auckland contingent were from Birkenhead College, with
Emma Nelson from Diocesan College, David Stuart from St Kentigern's and
Campbell Melrose-Allan (which school, Campbell?) adding variety.
"It was a brilliant trip," says chaperone Graham Peters. "It was very very cold. We
woke up in the morning and it was pouring with rain. The cars were stopped on the
road to the event and told to come back in two hours, by which time the snowplough
had been through and the snow was melting.
"Some of our kids had never seen snow before. They had great snowball fights on the
way back."

Gordon Mains

BALMORAL

AUTO

REPAIRS

Full Vehicle Maintenance
Warrants of Fitness Issued
Electronic Tuning and Repairs
Full Clutch and Brake Service
Engine and Transmission Overhauls
Corner Paice Ave and Dominion Road
PO Box 10-037 Dominion Road, Mt Eden
A Grade Motor Engineers
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Email distribution of results
We are now moving rapidly towards email distribution of results. This doesn't remove
the old standard of results by post but we now have 182 email addresses to which the
results are going. This list developed during this year's summer series and is still
dominated by addresses supplied during that event. Many of those on the list are not
currently competing and have been asked if they wish to be removed. A few have
asked to remain on the summer series list but not receive mailing during the winter.
There have be a variety of opinions expressed about results by email. Almost all have
be enthusiastic, a small number have been cautious and a very small number have
refused because they don't want to be cluttered by mail. The cautious ones generally
are concerned about viruses. This problem can be avoided in a few ways but in
particular we are avoiding any problem with viruses by not sending attachments. This
means that formatting of results is harder, sometimes resulting in the information not
being properly lined up. If you view the message in a fixed font (e.g. Courier) it
should look OK. Doing this is easy in at least some email packages. To convince
those worried about being swamped with mail that they shouldn't be concerned, we
plan to use the address list only when it is appropriate. This will mean different things
to different people but what it means for us is it will be used for results and the
occasional advertising of events, usually when there has been a change from the
currently advertised plan.
Also, to ensure that there is no abuse of the list it will be sent out using the 'blind
carbon copy' (bcc) so you will not see any of the other addresses that it has been sent
to. And no one will see your address. There was a slip up on this a few weeks ago
and I apologise to everyone who had their address spread around.
The list will be available to anyone who needs it for valid purposes but they will be
asked to adhere to the bcc requirement.
We hope all of you who use email enjoy receiving results by this speedy mode.
Alistair Stewart
Stewart Family

ph (64 9) 5755695
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Whangarei Orienteering Club - Mangawhai Long-O results 2 May 1999
Long Course 21 kms
1
Rob Jessop
2.27.40
2
Mark Lawson 2.47.39
3
Jon Counsell 2.52.33
4
Phil Wood
3.09.58
5
Alistair Stewart
3.27.58
6
Geoff Mead 3.28.44
7
Ian Hunter
3.35.21
8
Rob Wayne
3.43.51
9
Tony Cooper 4.07.56
Chris Rowe
dnf
Course 1 10 kms
1
Alistair Cory-Wright 1.14.19
2
Dave Middleton 1.25.12
3
Daniel Althaus 1.27.48
4
Rob Garden
1.28.02
5
Jeanine Brown 1.39.20
6
Jesper Hansson 1.40.54
7
Mike Beveridge 1.45.27
8
Rolf Wagner 1.45.48
9
Graham Hattie 1.47.45
10 Terje Moen
1.47.53
11
David Stewart 1.48.52
12
Marquita Gelderman 1.49.43
13 Aidan Nelson 1.50.45
14
Melissa Edwards 1.50.52
15
Lisa Mead
1.56.45
16
Rob Ambler
2.00.20
17
Bob Hattie
2.03.04
18
Lori O'Brien 2.05.08
19
Phil Collins 2.10.18
20
Graham Still 2.19.59
21
Paul Potter 2.30.24
22
Joanna Stewart 2.39.22
23
Ross Friedrich 3.09.47
24
Asta Wistrand 3.19.57
25
Bert Chapman 3.26,23

Course Mountain Bike 20 kms
1 Greg Tucker 1.43.06
2= K Nelson
2.55.06
2= D Cunningham
2.55.06
Bryce Cunningham had
Craig Davis
a
Daniel McGlashen long
Cliff Hart
ride
Course 2 7.5 kms
1
Michal Glowacki 58.50
2
Paul Gilkinson 1.21.27
3
Terry Nuthall 1.25.24
4
Grant Unkovich 1.25.30
5
Michelle Nash 1.29.17
6
Mark Roberts 1.31.13
7
Glen Middleton 1.38.41
8
Royce Mills 1.48.28
9
Maurice Penney 1.54.35
10
Debbie Beveridge 2.00.41
11
Keith Hawkins 2.20.30
12
Andy Brewis 2.24.43
13
N Glassford 3.19.30
14
Tania Chirnside 3.19.30
Christine Crate dnf
Course 3 3.5kms
1
Emma Nelson 44.47
2
Nicola Kinzett 1.05.20
3
Joan Halliwell 1.07.44
4
Heather Clendon 1.12.41
5
Tom Clendon 1.15.21
6
Jill Brewis 1.25.07
7
Lisa Brooks 1.27.12
8
Jean Cory-Wright 1.29.40
9
Sarah/Pip Gilkinson 1.36.26
10
Mervyn Paitry 1.37.01
11
Gay Ambler
1.41.26
12
Shelley Gosse 2.37.27

Course 4 1.5kms
1
Anton Bowker 38.50
2
Jeremy Bowker ?
3
Matthew and Karl Tucker?
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Setter's Comment
Well, I goofed, pure and simple. I collected the brick bat award on the day and rightly
give the accolade banana to David Nevin in a famous "Mr Tracy International Rescue,
Thunderbirds are Go" style save.
For the Long "O" the endeavour was to attract the effort for the distance. I toned
down the control sites, not wanting to put anyone off with difficulty. Bad judgement
as this turned out to be less than adventurous, just raw guts. I am sure if the course
was a little shorter and the north part of the map done away with the run would have
been pleasantly memorable.
A big thanks to those gutsy people who gave their heart on the day. Courses 1 and 2 they turned out to be goodins with the heckle over controls No 2 & 7 respectively
being points of contention. Humorous really. Of the five who would say they were
not in the right place three would say they found them no trouble at all. Granted the
knoll would have barely got off the ground in the height stakes. Challenging? Yes. In
a badge event the site would not have done at all.
A great turnout and a very big thank you to everybody who turned up.
Best regards,
Bryan Bakalich - Sub Novice Setter.
Controller's comment
I typed this yesterday and have lost it, so this is most of it.
Congrats to all the finishers and Chris Rowe who made the distance. Apologies to
Long O for a couple of controls, I ran out of daylight controlling them,
Good to see such a turn out, it made the setter and the rest of us feel the effort was
worthwhile.
Next year - ready for next year? - we will follow up on comments received and use
the two proper maps only, probably two 10-11 km red loops and the shorter courses
can use a combination of controls for red, orange, yellow long Os - with controls
appropriate to the colour! And we won't use the formline knoll either!, to the regret of
those who went straight to it.
Happy Oing
David
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G-Shock Sky Tower Vertical Challenge
by Rob Jessop
Through the morning of Saturday, 10 April, waves of vertically challenged runners
raced along 150 metres of Federal Street before heading into the fire exit door of the
Auckland City Sky Tower. Ahead of them were 53 flights of stairs totalling 1081
steps.
This was the Sky Tower Vertical Challenge. Over 600 competitors participated in one
of three classes, Fun Event, Teams or Elites. Orienteering's own Phil Wood, despite
not feeling 100%, was first home in the Fun Event class with Geoff Mead in a
meritorious 58th place out of the 355 entrants in that category. In the Women's Elite
section, Antonia Wood finished 6th in a small field while a below par Rob Jessop was
12th in the Elite Men's class.
This event was notable for several reasons. Firstly the Elite Men's field had attracted
the World Mountain running champion, a World Mountain running championship top
4 finisher, the Empire State Building stair champion, the Sydney Tower stair
champion, the Black Mountain Tower (Canberra) stair champion and the Kuala
Lumpur Tower stair champion.
By the time the Elite runners raced, the air in the tower was similar in condition to the
flatulence of a constipated bovine on a baked bean diet. Needless to say several of the
runners were sick for days afterwards with sinus and chest complaints.
The timing system incorporated a small unit tied to your shoelace and automatic
electronic receivers at the start and finish. Perhaps orienteering could investigate this
technology!
A large screen was erected at the base of the tower, which showed pictures to the
crowd watching below of the runners as they passed camera points up the tower.
From a competitive point of view, it was very important to get a good start on the
road before entering the tower, as passing inside was difficult. In the Men's Elite race
the start was extremely fast and the first ten or so flights were a bit of a brawl. RobJ
wore a few elbows and there was a number of less than polite 'discussions' about
moving over for faster runners! After a third of the stairs the order seems to settle
down and the long haul really started. Towards the end the flights lengthen and some
late order changes occur and then suddenly it was out onto the viewing deck to the
finish. It appeared that several people were struggling not to revisit lunch while many
were just slumped around gasping for air.
It is an interesting although lung-bursting race, the view from the finish was quite
spectacular and it is to be recommended, however as one amazed tourist put it,
"There is a lift you know!"
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Elite Women - 10 entries
1. Maree Bunce
7:03
6. Antonia Wood
8:14

Elite Men - 47 entries
1. Jonathon Wyatt
5:17
2. Paul Crake
5:38
6. Guainus Salagan 6:27
12. Rob Jessop
6:52
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Public Section - 355 entries
1. Phil Wood
6.57
58. Geoff Mead
6.56

(World Mountain Running Champion)
(Empire State Building Stair Champion)
(K.L. Tower Stair Champion)

The AUCKLAND BLABBERMOUTH...
...is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Orienteering Clubs, Auckland, CountiesManukau, NorthWest and Waikato and Auckland Campus Orienteers. It is edited by
Jill Brewis, AOC, and Chris Rowe, CM, and distributed by Lisa Mead, NWOC. It is
(usually) published at the beginning of every month except January.
Next Issue: June 1999
Editorial contributions very welcome. Send them to 32 Dingle Road Auckland 5,
phone 575 6989, fax 575 6916 or email to abrewis@iprolink.co.nz. Send info for July
to October issues to Chris Rowe, 84 Fausett Rd. RD3, Drury, ph: 09 294 8773 or
email ian.hunter@xtra.co.nz.
Deadline is last Friday of every month.
Disks or email please, if you can with rtf or Microsoft Word 7 (not Office 97!), on
DOS 3.5" disks for preference.
If you can't supply on disk I can type contributions if necessary.
Distribution
If you change your address, please contact your club membership officer or Lisa
Mead on 445 4555. If you want a back issue of The Auckland BLABBERMOUTH,
please contact your club membership person or Lisa Mead.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully acknowledges the support
of the Hillary Commission.
The Auckland Orienteering Association wishes to thank Carter Holt Harvey for
the use of its forests.
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Orienteering maps of the Auckland region
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